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New Ambulance System 
Ends Health Confidentiality 
· billed to his account and his over won't keep them from 
by Barbra Schmoll parents will know about it at the getting sick from drinking, I 
Ithaca College has instituted a 
new . health transport system in 
which local ambulance companies 
are performing the services 
previously performed by the 
Safety division. All medical 
transports requiring a stretcher, 
whether to the Health Center or 
to Tompkins County Hospital, 
will be handled on an alternate 
month basis by the Bangs and 
County ambulance services 
downtown. The system will 
continue until an in(iefinite date 
when Safety obtains . a new 
medically-equipped van. The big 
problem with this new system is 
the cost. Both Bangs and County 
Ambulance must be pais for their 
services and that money comes 
not from the College, but from 
the individual student. This, 
according to Gus Perialas who is 
completing· his term as Vice 
President for Student and Cam-
pus Affairs, is the only feasible 
way to work it. "The student," 
says Perialas, "will have the 
option of paying the bill at the 
time of transport, or having it 
hilled to his student account." 
The billing process itself is a 
cause for concern. While a 
student experiencing symptoms 
of a serious illness such as 
appendicitis will certainly · re-
quire an ambulance, it may be 
found upon examination at the 
Health Center that he is actually 
~ -~ ~ ~~ .. "N..j . - J / ... 
- Dr. Hammond 
suffering severe gas pains; that :::itudent Insurance, which is 
is a rather expensive stomach held by approximately sixty 
·ache. How much money are we percent of Ithaca College stud-
talking about? That depends on - e'nts, will handle up to twenty -
the month in which you become five dollars incurred by medical 
ill. While Bangs Ambulance transport. That, does not 
Service, which has been serving include alcohol or drug overdose, 
the College for several yea.rs, emotional problems or attempted 
will cost you twenty-five dollars suicide cases .. It's unlikely that a 
for a Health Center run, the student experiencing anything as 
County service. runs ten dollars serious as appendicitis would 
higher. Both charge thirty-five refuse going to a hospital, but a 
for- transport t6 ·the· Hospital. ,- . student who_ is suffering ·~m 
These prices were quoted direct- acute alcoholism might think 
ly by the heads of the two twice before consenting to spend 
ambulance companies. Jeff a night in the health center that 
Hangs and Jim Hallam. When I will run him at least twenty-five 
spoke to Dr. Hammond at" the dollars. Also, if the student does 
Health Centl_lr and Lou Withiam go to the Health Cen~er by 
at Safety, both claimed to be ambulance, and if he doesn't 
unaware of the price difference. have the money with him, it is 
News AnalysiS 
Ar& Students 
- _ Losing Rights? 
by Preston Stewart would only report to the execu- been filled. "We still need a 
Recently President Whalen tive officer of tha.t committee, student for- the Traffic Policy 
stated that/'Educational institu- bypassing Student Congress en- Committee." There are a number 
tions arc not democracies." tirely. STudents at least had a of other vacant student seats. 
One could chance to say something about a This non involvement is not 
make the analogy of Ithaca to a policy they disagreed with. Now only on the part of the students, 
rising dictatorship. Under the Richmond's committee is strug- · hut .also the faculty and staff. 
new governance structure, pow- gling to maintain that right. This is one of the reasons why 
· er, final decision making, and Jeff Eden, President· of the number of committees and 
policy making are all being Student Government, is primari- the number of seats on ~he 
centralized toward the Presi- ly concerned with the way the committees _have been cut. 
dent. The only group with· the new governance structure leaves Lord went on to express the 
power to override the President little room for campus wide fact that many ideas that have 
is the Board of Trustees. Indeed communication. "This hurts come into existence are from 
Ithaca College is not a demo- students because we won't know students. For example the new 
cracy. what decisions are being made Validine I.D. card system and 
Because of the movements and there's little room for input." 1 the excercise room in the base-
in the late 1960's colleges includ- Student Government has creat- ment of the West Tower were 
ing I.C., began to incorporate ed _an amendment witch would st_udent ideas, among others. 
Student Congress' into college incorporate a joint committee Lord said that most of the 
governance structures. These into. the government structure. administration and faculty are 
moves were used as a vehicle to .The Committee would include willing to listen to reasonable 
channel student aggression. I.C. representatives from various ideas and there are plenty of 
students were given the right to segments of the College Com- times when they have been 
disperse the student budget, munity. It's primary objective adopted. 
which is given to them at a sum would be for communication with According to Marge Brown, 
determined by the administra- in the Community. "This way we · Chairperson of Student Con-
tion. Students were also granted would still have.a chance to voice gress, students don't have any 
small advisory input involving our opinions" says Eden, He is power because the structure 
campus policies and procedures. optomistic concerning the issue maintains them in a role of 
This has been the extent of and feels the joint committe may non-decision making. She be-
student rights. For the purpose he a solution. lieves, "They have to not follow 
was not to give students power Purchasing Director Dave that system in order to gain any 
but to keep them docile. , Lord believes that students have power. Basically the only way 
According to-Bill Richm~n'1, always had rights and are not.in stude11ts will get power is to take 
Chairperson of the Special Stu- jeapordy of losing -them. The it. You can push a formalized 
dent Governance committee, if ,problem says Lord· is that 
I 
mem·o off your desk but you can't 
the new document is apporved students haven't taken advan- _ push 30 people sitting in your 
students would even lose the tage of th_eir opportunities. He office." Brown also expressed 
~dvising input they ·havei- The - ·pointed out that for the past-two the idea that _Stu'dent Congress 
campus wide committees; where yeai:s out of the -'1 or. 8 se~ts open_ doesn't hav_e any ·real. power 
policies are· ·p~uced .and even· _ -to ,i;tudents · ~· -'the ,.-A;cade~ic _ ~ecause it,j~ a _"Formal organi~-
tually finalized by the president, P~l~~ :.€ommittee:·c:inly ,·3nfiave ,.. <fontided:maPaae 6 
-:;,: .,: : : .·_:-. ~~: ;~ ·;.·~~~-~ .. ·. •' ·, '.:_::. .--
end of the semester when the don't see how this will." 
statement comes: This violated At this time the new system is 
the Health Center's code of in effect amid some conlict within 
confidentiality. Dr. Hammond the College administration. The 
said that he hopes "the students only voice not heard on the issue 
realize that this new system is is that of the students. This is 
not the Health Center's idea" and 
that they won't feel uneasy about 
coming to the infirmary for helP' 
when they need it. 
_Bearing in mind that alcohol 
abuse is a major problem on this 
campus, that the administration 
wants to alleviate it (and in fact 
has recently altered campus 
party regulations to do just 
that), I asked Gus Perialas how 
the imposed transport fee will 
affect alcohol abuse at I.C. He 
replied, "Well maybe they won't 
get drunk the next time. Let it 
(payment for Health Center 
runs) happen three or four times 
and see how eager they are to do 
it again." 
Dr. Hammond disagrees. He 
sa,vs, "If the morning after hang -
mainly attrihuted to the fact that 
if a student knows about the 
wstem at all, he was probably 
t~ld that it was due entirely to a 
change in New York State law. 
According to Jim Hallen of 
County Amhulance, there is no 
new law in effect, nor is there a 
change in the old law which 
!-.pecifies requirements for com-
mercial ambulances. An Ithaca 
College vehicle operating on 
college property and controlled 
hy the school's Safety division is 
not a commercial amhulance. 
The fact of the matter is that 
Safety no longer has a vehicle 
large enough to carry a stretcher 
and until their van comes, 
:-tudents will he forced to pay for 
all medical transports on or off 
(·,unpus. 
College Lose~. r.t-,ney,~~o,.· · · -
Off-Campus Moves 
by Martha Halloran 
It is a known fact, among 
students who would like to move, 
downtown, that it is nearly 
impossible to break a housing 
lease after registration day. It i~ 
also common knowledge that 
the college has over-enrolled. 
This over-enrollment makes 
its presence most obvious to 
students who are living in triples 
and to those who are temporarily 
living in Valentine. 
Don Runyon, Director of Resi-
dential Housing, said that there 
is on campus housing availeable 
for 3,200 students. He estimates 
that right now there are 3,375 
students living in the dormitor-
ies. This means that there are 
130 triples and 45 students 
temporarily housed in Valentine. 
Even though a student's 
moving off campus would, most 
likely, create an opening in a 
dorm room and consequently 
serve to eliminate a triple, 
housing will not make it any 
easier for a student to break 
their lease and move off campus. 
Ove.r the summer all upper 
classinen received a letter from 
the Housing Office asking stu-
dents if they would consider 
moving off cl}.mpus. Of the 2000 
letters that were sent Runyon 
said that there were 20 positive 
responses. More students have 
responded to this opportunity if 
they had heen able to come up to 
Ithaca to find an apartment 
during the summer. 
Runyon said it would mjlke 
his job easier if housing would 
make it less difficult for students 
.to break th~ir housing lease . He 
said it would help to make those 
students temporarily in triple_s 
and in Valentirie, more comfort-
able. He also believes that if 
housing did let student break 
their lease, with greater ease, 
)' .. ' 
after registration day, it would 
not result in an increase of 
students moving off campus. He 
attributes this fact to the obvious 
transporation problem, "landlord 
hassles, signing a 12 month 
lease, and the cost." 
One problem prohibits housing 
from changing its policy on lease 
breaking. The obstacle is the 
system in which the school pays 
the mortgage due on the dormi-
tories. Due to the system the 
college uses to pay the mortgage 
due on the dormitories it remains 
difficult for students to break 
their lease. • 
The amount of money the school 
pays the loan agency is based on 
the occupancy rate on the dorms 
in a given year. the final 
occupancy rate is determin~d on 
registration day. Soon after 
registration day the school pays 
the loan agency. If after a week 
a student breaks their lease the 
school is unahle to get a refund 
from the loan agency. 
Instead of operating under 
the present system, the school 
could hase its payment on a 
standard rate of occupancy to be 
µsed annually. For instance 
living on campus. However if 
there are only 2,800 students 
living in the dorms then the 
school must pay the loan agency 
for the 200 rooms that arc not 
heing used. 
Under the current system if 
the school under-enrolls, the 
agency only charges for the 
numher of !>paces that are 'heing 
used, .not the number of rooms 
that are availeable for use. 
Thus, the school doesn't lose 
money if it under-enrolls. The 
present system is tlte best, 
financially, for the school how-
ever it creates difficulties for • 
students who wish to break their 
lease. 
one 
Webster's dictionary describes an ambulance 
as,"a vc'1icle for carrying the sick." We describe an 
amhular:ce as a necessity on a residential campus., 
Ithaca College does not have an ambulance. The 
station v. agon that served as the I.C. ambulance 
last year was recently sold. The campus 
community has been told that the lack of an 
ambulance is a temporary situation. A new van 
equipped for ambulance service has been ordered. 
We think the campus community has a right to 
To 
know when this van will be in service. Students 
have been fed false information regarding laws 
pertaining to ambulance regulations. 
Some Quad,Resident and Student Advisors 
have passed on this information to the residents of 
their floors. Housing has denied knowing anyth_ing 
about the dispersing of this information. The 
administration seems to be covering up an act of 
gross negligence. How could this administration. 
even consider cutting corners in an area where 
Die 
peoples' lives could be at stake. It seems asinine 
that an injured person requiring a stretcher Sh!)uld 
have to wait extra time for a downtown ambulance 
service. It takes only one second to die. We urge 
that this situation be rectified immediately. Too 
many cha11ges occur only after some shocking 
accident has taken place. There are more 
constructive ways for I.C. to make the headlines. 
Ourlives are important to us Job Hall, even if they 
mean little to you. 
Right To Privacy Important Freedom 
Many .recent breakthroughs in the curing of 
health problems have come about because of 
patients' willingness to come forward . .- This 
willingness is due in great part to the confidential-
ity a patient has with his physician or clinic. That 
same personal health confidentiality is soley 
needed here at I.C., especially since many students 
arc breaking away from their parents' i11fluence. 
College students should be able to keep health 
problems to themselves whether · it be an 
abortion, venerial di~ease or a. bad hangover. What 
if a student has a severe alchohol problem that 
requires a stretcher? Should his or her parent have 
to know about it because it appears on their bill? 
We don't condone excessive drinking but it 
is an evil in a society and on a campus that 
promotes alchoholic beverages. A statement like 
the ~ne made by Gus Perialis(pg.1) is-' totaly 
The Change In Policy 
On Stretcher Cases 
To the Editor: 
There seems to be a confu-
~ion on the College campus 
regarding student transport to 
the Health Center. As in the 
past the student/ R.A. / Head 
Resident should contact the 
Health Center (3177). If trans-
port to the He.alth Center is 
needed, the Health Center will 
contact the Office of Safety /Sec-
urity .. Ambulatory cases will be 
taken by a security Division. car 
to the Health Center. 
What has changed is tbe. 
problem of stretcher cases. 
Security can no longer purchase 
station wagons which· can hold 
stretchers. Also, the new station 
wagons do not have the required 
head room for stretcher cases. 
Security is in the process of 
putting clamps into the- Safety 
van to allow for limited transport 
of stretcher cases. When it is the 
jU<lg-ement of the Health Center 
that a student needs to he 
transported by stretcher and 
---~ .,,~··""···1 
. ·. . ·;~!.~i ... 
,,, ~;;.·r-·. 
. " , .. ::: : . 
··:.··. . 
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"!' ' f 
Pierce ('.ampbell Politics '78 
I havl' othl•r intcn•sts which. to 
nw, an• morl' important than 
kl'l·ping infortnl'O throught thl· 
Ithal'a Colll'gl' ml'dia Sl'rviCl'S. 
Th1•r<•forl', l haVl' no i<ka whl·th-
,there is time for the Security 
officer to dispatch the van, the 
student will he transported to 
the I Iealth Center in that fa-
shion. If the Health Center 
determines that immediate stre-
tcher transport is needed, a 
commercial ambulance will be 
dispatched at the student's ex-
pense. 
- The major difference from 
previous years is the necessity to 
use an ambulance for immediate 
stretcher transport. Again, this 
has been necessary because of 
the lack of ability to purchase 
station wagons for Security with 
the ability of holding a stretcher. 
I do hope this will answer the 
many questions brought forward 
by students in the last few days. 
Sincerely, 
Constantine A. Perialas 
Vice President 
for Student Affairs 
Prisoner Seeks 
Friendships 
Dear Sir, 
I am an inmate here at 
Albion. Last month, when I was 
at Attica, I thought of writing to 
your paper with hopes that you 
might help· me. 
. Doing two years to life in 
prison c11n be very hard and 
depressing when you have no 
friends writing to you. I don't 
care how many institutional 
programs one gets himself in-
volved with, there's nothing 
more pleasing (except parole or 
pardon) than getting a letter 
Continued on page 8 
ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
BY Ellen Blickman 
Photos by Gail Lahm 
qu<·~tion: llow useful do you finq 
t hl' nll'dia n·sourccs (radio, tele-
vision stations, and the Ithacan) 
at It hal'a ( 'oll<·gl•? 
.... 
ridiculous. As long as drinking is promoted and 
accepted, people will continue to indulge. Gus, 
would you not get drunk because your parents 
might have to ·root the bjll? Let's get back to the 
reaf world. A persons' health should be their own 
personel property. The new ambulance system 
shouldn't in any way infringe on this confidential-
ity. 
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Pete~ Marx Phys. Ed. '78 
I find the television, radio, and 
Ithacan as good ' sources for 
information.(Vigorously praise 
chairman Hua!) 
Roger Allen Business '79 
Lvnne Forester Speech Path. '78 
We find the LC. media resources 
a very useful means in convey_ing 
various student related parties, 
ac~ivities and concerns. 
Andrea Glass Economics '79 
Donna Ball Business '79 
All ihe media is useful but it's not 
utilized to its proper.extent. If 
people would realize that it was 
there, they would find out what 
is happening, and what has 
happened, on campus. 
Bob Halloran Cinema'79 
Being a biased cinema major, I 
'o/Ould have to say that the 
quality and. the variety of the 
media is very-· good, at least, 
most of the time. 
Carol Irvine PhiU#Religion'79 
The radio on campus is very good 
because it's a good way of 
keeping students informed. It's 
too bad the station doesn't 
continue all tlay. 
Linda Jordan Speech Path.'78 
I find the media resources a 
useful service of the College. It's 
a good way to know what's g~ing 
on and WICB is a .gQod station to 
listen to. 
/ 
_( 
All people interviewed are cho-
sen at random. There is no 
control over the majors, and 
years. 
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Col\lli'1ues on Strong Path 
by Susan Westphalen the success of Ithaca ~lebration .. · Saturday J?rogram of the Learning Web, 5:30 "Nothing But Treble" a 
· '77. Here are some· hig'iilights of 9am-12 Farmers' Market down- from Cornell woman barbershop group 
Ithaca Celebration '77 has this weekends ha enin : town 2:oo Sing rounds and canons, led 5:45 Cornell Folk Dancers will 
progressed through another · _ ! ~ ; / · 0 · cance traditional dances 
. ~ .. , t 
~~~ons Ti~\)~~i~~u~~;~· !~~ ·:_ (~~ (~ 11~~ ~  rf ~ en fiITOl ;.;•;h!";;~'.:~·~h:~t:¼~~~i~~" 
bigger. Bob Leathers has been · ~,::::; I ~ lY/UCCJ n~ 8:30 A Cole Porter Revue - by 
very busy, and still needs help. B n:=-- ~ r u H I ~ =, Ithaca Musical Theatre 
Volunteers are welcome, and can :-1! ~ r~ r.i· = II /fl [ I, I,!/ 9pm-11 "Pastimes" dancing by all 
call the Celebration office at ij ~ '; f: ·. U ~ g I -,., 1 /J 'J on the performing structure. 
272-1713, ext. 237. , 11 • u il Hl/.J \ ·· · Sunday 
· Starting September 26, the ~~ ........... _.___ 12-5pm Gourmet food at Stewart 
public is invited to view many ".; . Park 
photographs taken by Kathy '\.~·~ .. ~.,,_. 12:30 Gandhara Trio Music 
Morris. Kathy teaches a course · '\,f--. 2:30 "A Lake Dance" choreo-
on "The Woman Photographer" graphed by Alix Keast 
at TC3. She took an abundance continued on page 5 
of display pictures in all the local 
stores. Soon, people will be 
drawing on the streets, literally. 
Paul Glover will work with 
Public participants to create 
sidewalk and street masterpiec-
es. Can you imagine and 
enormous snake climbing down 
Buffalo Street? Anyone can 
come to draw. 
To all gourmet food lovers, 
local restaurantw will be prepar- · 
ing dishes at Stewart Park. 
Everyone is invited to taste and 
join in on the fun, on September 
25 at noon. L'Auberge du 
Cuchon Rouge, Moosewood, Old 
Port Harbour, and Ballard's 
Tavern are some of the contribu-
ters. 
An Art Professor at Cornell, 
Steve Poleski, - is a champion 
aerobatics pilot. As a creator of 
big things, in his Pitts Special 
S-1 biplane, Seve will show 
three-thousand feet-wide draw-
ings in the sky. This will occur 
above Stewart Park, at 3 o'cloc~ 
on September 25. 
This weekend is developing 
quickly, and people are buzzing 
around trying to keep schedules 
and man stations necessar to 
Friday 
12-3pm at Willard Straight Hall 
"Dance in a Grove" Marilyn 
Wood, director. 
7:30pm Dancers in Rothchild's 
window. 
8:30 Cornell Country Dancers on 
the commons with live music. · 
1 lam-9pm Oktoberfest - German 
Food and Beer 
1 lam-3pm Ithaca dancemakers 
at Isle of You 
12-7pm · Simeon's is a Gay 90's 
Bar 
12-5pm Craft demonstrations -
organized by Master apprentice 
' Watc_h for 
the 
Collesiates 
SERVING FINE rrALJAN FOOD 
SINCE 1949 
I 272-508P J 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
109 N. CAYUGA St. 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE COMMONS) 
LESS THAN ½ PRICE 
*********************************~* 
ceo,.. $1.98 ~acl, 
Dist 4.80 
C90 mmm $2.99 each 
Hist 6.50 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALL 
ANDY LISS 
At 
272-3999 or X3768 · 
\ 
.«rRelfffiM~JtaailiiWiitl'itn'i~·Q 
Chlle: 
h) Beau Grosscup 
It is important for many the US and Latin· America have 
reasons that we take notice of supported the Chilean experi-
the fourth anniversary of the merit via loans, direct business 
right wing coup that ousted investment, military and eco· 
President Allende in Chile. One nomic assistance, police training, 
reason of particular significance (including teaching methods of 
i!,; that the overthrow of Allende torture) and technical' expertise 
and the installation of the right (namely the Chicago School of 
\\ ing dictatorship marked the Economics headed by Nobel 
e 1d of one era and the beginning Prize winner Milton Friedman). 
of another, not just in Chile but Thus, in direct ways these 
glohally as well. It ended the Conservative elements are re-
e:,periment in Democratic So- sponsible for the anti-labor, 
cialism that for so many people, anti-democratic actions in Chile. 
particularly of liberal and· leftist They are responsible for the 
persuasion, served as a model of torture and murder of thousands 
a progressive society that guar- of people, for the systematic 
anteed freedom from hunger and - violation of human rights, and 
want within the framework of most of all for the rationalization 
individual liberties. On the other and justification of these acts 
hand, it began the era we are against humanity. For they have 
currently in where Chile serves provided the ideological founda-
once again as a model, a very tion that permits property to be 
different model to be sure, but of valued higher than people, that 
no less importance than the values order and stability over 
progressive model, particularly justice and equality, and that has 
to conservative interests in the changed the meaning of Demo-
US and Latin America. For cracy from rule of the majority to 
these interests Chile under the rule by the minority. 
Pinochet regime serves as the The events since 1973 in 
testing ground for their conser- Chile are not unique and should 
vative philosophy, and their not be treated as though the 
attachment to capitalism. They have occurred by accident or in 
see the Chilean experiment in isolation. Chile is only one in a 
laisez-faire capitalism as an im- growing list of societies partic-
portant counter to what they ularly in Latin America that are 
· consider to ·he dangerous trends rapi.dly moving in the direction 
towards socialism in the liberal first taken by Brazil in the 
democratic societies of Europe 1960's; a direction that has been 
and the Americas. Far them, widely acclaimed by American 
Chile under Pinochet will demon- husiness, government and mili-
strate once and for all the tary officials. The hope is that 
hlessing of a society that oper- the Brazilian "miracle" will be-
ates under th~ principle of free come the Chilean "miracle" by 
enterprise, the sanctity of pri- strengthening the multi-national 
vate pi:,operty, and governmental corporate ties to Chile, by 
non interference; Thus, these building a strong, modern and 
interests, namely the business staunchly anti-communist mili-
and governmental interests in tary capacity, and by repressing 
The good looks you get 
from looking good. Start 
with dex shoes in sizzling 
styles. Now add leather. 
Rich, supple leather. Finish it 
all off on a distinctive sole. 
Dex shoes. Looking good. 
52700 
SHOES TO BOOT 
Pyramid Mall 
the progressive' . dem~rati~ el-
ements. Economic growth via 
free enterprise is the goal; all 
other concerns, including human 
rights will have to wait. 
That this new Chilean ex-
periment succeed is important to 
these interests. Important in 
Latin America as a counter to 
Cubirn influence which, despite 
the Carter administration's re-
cent statements, is still very 
much feared by the American 
corporate class. It is important 
also, to philosophical Conserva-
tives who feel threatened by 
"Creeping socialsim" and the 
"excesses of democracy". Most 
of all, Chile is important to these 
interests because, as they are 
well aware, they are fighting for 
survival, and for a way of life 
that has done very well by them. 
For them, Chile and much of 
Latin America is the battle-
ground, where, at the moment, 
they hold the upper hand. They · 
are not about to relinquish' it 
easily even if it means bastardiz-
ing the exxence of human rights, 
democracy, and freedom.-
Finally, it is not enough to 
simply observe the anniversary 
of the Chil~n coup by making 
note of what has happened in 
Chile since 1973. We must also 
understand the events in Chile as 
they relate to American society. 
To do so, we must understand 
that there are anti-democratic 
trends in American society today 
that, unless they are effectively 
countered, could lead to increas-
ing similarities between the 
United States and Chile. Ther~ 
arc numerous signs of this trend, 
but probably the most stark 
manifestation of it appears in the 
1975 Tri-lateral Commission re-
port wh.ich argued that there was 
too much democracy in American 
society, particularly in the 1960's 
and that Americans· may have to 
sacrifice their freedoms and 
liberties for the sake of economic 
growth. This has been said 
hefore, but it has special mean-
ing coming from a government-
business institution that counts 
among its members President 
Carter, Vice-President Mondale 
and is currently responsible for 
the reign of terror and repres-
sion iri Chile. It is this connection 
that gives Chile special signifi-
cance to Americans everywhere, 
The Ad Hoc Committee on 
College Governance of Student 
Congress has completed its 
amendments . to the proposed 
college governance structure by 
the Board of Trustees Commit-
tee. These amendments were 
presented to Student Congress 
at Tuesday night's meeti~g in the 
Union Dining Hall, and a vote on 
the amendments is ·scheduled for 
next Tuesday, September 27th. 
The· members of congress were 
urged to study . the thirty-one 
page document in the coming 
week to outline points for 
discussion. The congress stands 
ready to hold another meeting 
the following evening if it deems 
necessary. 
Copi~s of the document have 
already been forwarded to mem-
bers of. both. the All-College 
Faculty Council and the All-Col-
lege Staff Council. It is also 
hoped that .a meeting with David 
Manoeville, Chairperson of the 
Aa Hoc Committee on College 
Governance of the Board of 
Trustees can be arranged for this 
coming week. 
The amendments were drawn 
up in response to the new 
governance system proposed by 
a three-man committee created 
Now· 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
.t, 
ca,nro, slllrts'. , ••• 
i' jackc11 
'"" ' : drai .. >tSls 
The finest qualtty in r 
RECYCLED CLOTHING 
Thun.11119 27.1-
as it is in Chile that the issue of 
human dignity and human. rights 
are being fought for today. 
by the Board s,f Trustees last 
.spring. The proposal is sche-
duled to be voted upon at the 
Board of Trustees meeting on 
October 7th. The main revision 
in the proposal was the dissolu-
tion of the Community Council 
whose function was to review 
various decisions affecting the 
college. It was not a policy -
making body, but mainly a 
recommending body and in the 
past, when one of the three 
All-College Councils or the sfx-
tcen All-College Committees re-
sponsible to tbe Council, wanted 
some action taken on an issue, 
they had to go through the 
Community Council. Under the 
new proposal, this wouldn't be 
the case. The 40-member 
council, made up of students, 
faculty, administration, and 
staff, was found to be much too 
large to be a truly working 
organization. The main amend-
ment, made by the Student 
Governance Committee, is the 
creation of the eleven member 
joint committee. This committee 
should function much more effi-
~ciently than the Community 
Council had. 
Other items attended to at the 
Student Congress meeting in-
cluded the appointment of Jeff 
Hallenback to serve as Vice -
Chairman of the Student Con-
gress. Chairperson, Marjorie 
Brown felt that this position 
would help the Student Congress 
function more effectively. 
In addition, six more positions 
were filled on the Steering 
Committee. The six nominated 
and conirmed were Rhandy Diaz, 
Dave Wilde, Bob Totah, Pete 
Gage, Bill Curtis, and Jeff 
Hallenhack. 
o/ -k ~~ ~ 
Cl,u119 }}tee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA. N. Y, 14850 
TFL t607) 273-1234 
l BLOCK FROM 
CAMPUS 
Parking 1s no problem Products by Vidal Sassoon_; 
,'i"9fe Z,'4 ~~ 
For Guys and Gals 
Downtown 
330 w~st State $treet '277-4666 
-- ~ ~. -
.,, 
Strand· Theatre· Plans 
Gal•--'-Opening 
Strand Theatre officials today 
announced planf for t~e Gala 
Week opening events, highlight-
ed by the op_ening night perfor-
mance by Dancers. The long-
awaite€1opening of the Strand 
will be coordinated with Old 
Time Ithaca Day, September 
24th, produced by Celebration 
Ithaca. 
In the time-honored tradition 
of theatrical openings, powerful 
spotlights will sweep the sky as 
doors open at 7:30 p.m. for 
theatre patrons wishing to see 
exhibits on the Strand and other 
historical theatres. 
At 8:30 p.m., the dedication 
ce·remony and welcoming of 
dignitaries and guests will in-
augurate the theatre's first even-
ing of live performances in 27 
years. Among the invited guests 
are Joanne Woodward and Paul 
Newman. Woodward is Chair-
man of the Board of Dancers, 
whose performance will be fea-
tured the 24th. Other invited 
guests include Robert Mayer, 
Executive Director of the New 
York State Council on the Arts; 
Senators and Congressional rep-
resentatives; and an outstanding 
roster of former Strand perform-
ers, among them: Orson Wells, 
Judith Anderson, Julie Haydon, 
Katherine Hepburn, Helen Hay-
es, Lynn Bari, Margie Hart and 
Melvyn Douglas. 
Two intermissions during 
the Dancers performance will 
enable theatre patrons to further 
explo:re the Strand and following 
the performance a champagne · 
reception will be held in the 
rehearsal room and on-stage 
with dancers, dignitaries and 
Strand staff members meeting 
with the audience. 
Invitations have been issued 
to many community members for 
the opening night ceremonies 
and performance, but Strand 
officials st:ress that they are not 
required. Tickets for opening 
night, as well as the other Gala 
Week - performances, will be 
available at the Strand box 
office. 
Dancers, the 14-member 
New York contemporary ,dance 
ensemble led by Dennis Wa_yne 
which will open the Gala Week 
festivities, returns from a sum-
mer tour of Europe and comes to 
Ithaca from a recent ~ngagement 
at Jacob's Pillow, fabled Massa-
chusetts summer dance center. 
Sunday the 25th, the Strand 
will feature the Cayuga Chamber 
Orchestra, Jed by Karel Husa. 
Among the selections will be 
Prokofiev's "Peter and the Wolf' 
and Bach's Brandenburg Concer-
to No. 4. 
Monday thJ.) 26th, a free 
Strand evening will enable inter-
ested Ithacans to view two films 
and explore the renovated the-
atre. One film will deal with 
historic preservation; the other 
with historic Ithaca. 
Former Gary Burton Quin-
tet member Bob Moses will bring 
his own band to the strand on 
Tuesday the 27th. Moses, and 
outstanding drummer, is also at 
home on vibes and piano. He has 
performed and recorded with the 
Free Spirits, Gary Burton, Larry 
Coryell and Paul Bley, among 
others. 
And Saturday, October 1 
the Ithaca Ballet will make their 
first appearance in the newly-
renovated Strand, in a perfor-
mance of the "Mother Goose 
Suite." 
Advance reservations for all 
Gala Week performances are 
strongly recommended. The box 
office hours will be 11:30 a.m. -
6:00 p.m. Monday through Sat-
urday; as well as one hour before 
scheduled performances. The 
number to call will be (607) 
272-7174. 
Campus Governance 
Continued from page 1 
tion under a governmental struc-
ture that is a formal vehical 'for 
maintaining power in the admin-
istration." 
Brown went onto say "Now' we 
system so that students have 
power - but that won't work 
because the whole purpose of 
governance is to maintain power 
in the administration." 
Action Center Needs 
The V 9lun_tai:y Action c·enter of 
Ithaca needs people who can 
have a good time working and 
helping others. 
The Youth Bureau NeedsZJlolun-
teer swimming instructors for a 
swim class for handicapped child-
req on Thursdays from 1:30 to 
3pm or on Saturdays from 9 to 11 
am, experience as a swim 
instructor or W.S.I. certification 
. are required. 
Central School Needs2'3 Volun- service, call the Voluntary Ac-
teers to assist in their art room tion Center, 272-9411; from 9 am 
or the science room supervising to 4 pm on weekdays or from 9am 
students taking part in indepen- to 1pm on Saturdays; or call I.C. 
dent projects: Times can be any Community Service at 274-3311, 
between 9 am and 3 pm on any from 9 to 10:30 am on Tues. or 
weekday. Thurs. and from 1 to 3 pm on 
4-H City Youth Program Needs2'3 Wed .. 
Volunteers to assist in teaching 
craft skills such as: model-rock-
etry ,'woodworking, cooking, 
sewing, or conservation and 
camping skills . to youngsters 
. ~rlTJM~pt,,nabe1"22il9'2i,,ago 6 1.c. Orchestra 
·To Play ·For Deaf 
An orchestra concert for the deaf Robbins. '"There are accounts of 
may sound unusual, but for the people using it in the early 1900s 
stutlents at the New York State and even before. However, most 
School for the Deaf in Rome, programs used music to accom-
N. Y., who will hear a program pany rhythm programs. This is 
by the Ithaca College Orchestra still true. We fee!' that our 
on September 28, it will be part program is unique in that music 
of their regular curriculum. is used for its own sake. 
The Orchestra will give a 1 "Musicality is an inborn, 
p.m. and 2 p.m. performance in inherent trait in all children," 
the gymnasiu~ at the New York Mrs. Robbins. "Deaf11ess poses 
State School m such a manner a barrier, naturally, but the 
that the students will be able to musicality is present all the 
walk through the orchestra dur- same. If the materials and 
ing the performance of Tschaik- procedures used to bring music 
ovsky's Fifth Symphony. The to these children are carefully 
program also will include a thought out and presented, and if 
performance of Prokofief~s "Pe- the best possible amplification is 
ter and the Wolf' narrated and used consistently, most deaf 
signed by Clive and Carol children with a hearing loss up to 
Robbins, directors of a federally- 90 decibels can have a near 
funded project at the School to normal experience of music." 
develop a music education pro- The music program at the 
gram for the deaf. School is a comprehensive one 
The music program at the and includes all aspects of a 
School is three years old. regular music program in a 
Although there have been people public school. It uses singing 
working with music and rhythms which has a bearing on speech 
with the deaf for many years at and language development; 
the School, this is the first bone movemeRt and dance; music 
fide music program to be estab- reading, both rhythmic and 
lished there. melodic; and last year, studertts 
"The use of music with the began to learn band instruments. 
deaf is not new," says Carol 
CJaaCelebration Ithaca 
Continued from page S Mime has an open workshop for 
3:00 Steve Poleski will draw in all ages. 
the sky. 
Also on Sunday, music and One of many of Kathy Morris' 
games will be played. Artists photographs to be displayed at 
will display their work. Mischief Celebration Ithaca '77. 
Hoaeies In 3 Sizes 
Groceries 
· Cold- Beer & Soda 
Homemade Salads 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mon-Fri 9AM·SPM 
FREE DELIVERY 
Sun 9AM-5PM 
212-7592 
A Blind Ithaca College. Student 
Needs% Volunteer readers to 
assist by reading texts on critical 
health issues, industrial psychol-
ogy, or learning psychology, or 
statistics. The help may be 
reading onto tape, at the volun-
teer's convenience, or in person 
on any evening or saturdays 
anytime. 
-aged 9.' to 12 who Jive in 
downtown housing projects. The 
program will run for 12 weeks 
'with any two hour period be-
tween 4 and a on any weekday On the Ithaca Commons 
possible for volunteer assign- t""-~--------=-=----•---------------------11 
,. ,_·:-' 
w:rnt.more information-or.an Our Annua• Turquonse and 
appointment to any voluntary . U B 
A~jATAt Sterling Silver Sale GArtDEN - , ) 
[RE_STAtJRANTJ 
Chinese -American Food 
118 W. State Street - 272-7350 
Bring a Touch 
of the Tropics 
to Your Room 
•Pottery, Baskets 
•Terrariums •Palms, Ferns, Bromeliads · 
•Cacti, Succulents •Orchids, Bonsai 
•_Hanging Baskets •cut Flower Bouquets · 
•Sand Gardens, Seashells •Flowering Plants 
•Books, Gifts •Houseplants and 
. •Pots, Misters Herb Seeds 
•Soils, Fertilizers •Dried Flowers 
Tf,IE PLANTATION 
,I 
This Thursday-· & Friday, 
from 9:30 A.M. - 9:00 P .M. 
Thi_s Saturday, fromm 
9:30 A.M. -5:00 ?.Mt 
Cathalinas 
Artisans* 
presenting the most 111niqile display of American Indian 
Jewelry from the: Southwest and Contemp_orary SteJrling 
Jewlry from Taxco, Mexico. 
154 ITHACA CO.\I.\IO~S. 273-i2:~J 
,~open Thurs. & Fri. evening 
·,-u~til-9;00 p.m. . -* We appraise, clean and repair sterling silver jewelry 
_,_ ·.-*Sunda 11:00 ·OO\;:i •. ;.S:=~-;::~3~::7 __ =·::-:.;;:::.·_._; ·;·.-:,_.~ ---------------~-._•_ ..• __ •_• _______ • ____________ ,._._.._ _____ .../1 
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Radio" TV/Buchmann·Movies/Bobbin 
by Bob Buchmann Broadway request show of sorts. Point of View saturdays and By Jay Bobbin stand. I was praying that most 
In past weeks, this column The Best of Broadway, Saturday sundays at 6 pm. The program A bunch of people have asked of them wanted to goto the other 
has served to inform the Ithaca mornings at 11, is flexible discusses the Christian response me lately, "When are you going side of the building and see 
College Community as to the enough to allow telephoned re- to· the art of dancing. Produced to· write a column about Star Muhammad Ali in The Greatest. 
scheduling of programs on local quests, and features a different locally by Debbie Lampman, the Wars?" Well, to be honest, i No such luck. (In fac~. after I 
radio and television stations. hit musical each week. This show is trying to about-face thought people would be so sick finally did see The Greatest a few 
Beginning next week, I'd like to Saturday morning The Music some false notioEs. of reading and hearing about the weeks later, I knew 'YIJY every-
take it a step f..rther. In addition Mau will be presented. The WHCU-FM 97.3 FM cinematic year's biggest success one was waiting for Star.,Wars). 
to local listings, -it will devote station will also debut The BROADCASTS Cornell Big Red that I wouldn't add any more of We arrived at 9:30 PM,for the 
some space to a different station Thirsty Ear this Sunday evening Football versus Colgate Satur- the same familiar praise. I'll ~ay 10:00 showing. We didn't get in. 
every week. It will take an at 8:30. It's a top~notch day at 1 pm. Tommorro.~ it as simply as possible: I loved The next screening was at 12:30 
infromative look at the-structure syndicated show featuring con- evening, the station · will air Star Wars. Yes, I saw it more AM. Did we really want to wait 
and programming philosophies of certs and interviews with up and Baravia versus Dryden High than once (four times to be another two hours in line? I 
the communications mediums coming artists in the music School Football at 7:20 pm. ex1:1_ct). Yes, I bought the origina looked at Scott and -Andy to see 
that entertain, inform, enlight- world. T~e Midnight Snack, While we're on football, let's sound track album. Yes, I have a what they wanted to do. I could 
en, and serve us daily. Examples ,. ~•~ · · IT-shirt from the movie .... but if tell-they wanted to commit homi-
include probing the non-commer- anyone had asked me in early cide-1 was the intended victim. 
cial success of ICB·FM, TOUCH- 'May about it, I probably w~uld For some reason, though, they 
ING UPON WHCU'S Jaek Deal ' have said..- WHAT agreed to stay. (A Dairy Queen 
as an Ithaca tradition, explaining , Before the summer season down the road helped the two 
the goals of WEIV, · began everyone had figured The hours pass; . 
focusing on the ad agencies that ,Deep and A Bridge Too Far were Mercifully for me, all three of 
hring the merchants to your eyes 'going to be the hits. We know us found that the wait ws worth 
and ears, and exploring the that the former played inself out, it once we were seated inside the 
programming of local television and the latter was a movie too theatre. This brings me around 
stations. long (and a flop too costly): Yet, to my major point. The theatre 
Before this week's highlights, 
let me ask yousomething: 
What ar~ we missing in terms of 
radio or television programming 
in our market? If there is 
something you'd like to see or 
hear on the air, maybe you and I 
together can coerce a broadcast- Ho in Band, tonig'ht on WVBR 
er to add it to his format aired Wednesday evenings at,the take the subject home. WICBTV 
schedule. Drop me a line at bewitching hour, adds a comic 13 airs Bombers football every 
273-3207. Comments in writing, twist on the upcoming show. Saturday evening at 7:30. It 
are also w~lcome through inter- Comedian Steve Martin's new looks Jike network football! Not 
campu mail, in care of the album lkt's Get Small"will be only are the Bombers super, but 
Ithacan. featured in it's entirity. so is the TV production, thanks 
WTKO 1470 AM;,~, talk . · . WVB&,. 93 FM initiates the . to ProducerPeter Brickman, Di-
show dis~us~ing ,the day t9~ day , first,'in a seri~s of live. col}cert rector Marc Wollin,and the en-
happenings in rthaca. '. Ithaca · broadcasts tonight at 10· pm. "The tire crew. . What a blast to see 
Today, broadcast Monday thro- Todd Hobin Band, with a gig this the final J.C. gain play against 
ugh Friday at · 12:30 pm is a ~vening at Nite Court , will be ST. Lawrence· while in the 
source of information on Tomp- featured. Two Thursdays each stands, and then later on the 
kins County, which each of us month the station will air the tube. 
calls "home" for four years. It's Cottom Line at 10 pm and the WSKG-TV rebroadcast on the 
one of the ways college students remaining two Thursdays in the Ceracche Cable, presents Great 
can find out what's happening month will be devoted to N~te Performances this · Saturday e-
outside the "protective boundry" Court's live acts, comprising the vcning at 8:30. Featured will be 
at I.C. So, unisolate yourself. weekly concert series. This a live ·concert by the New York 
Ithaca Today on TKO Radio at . Sunday's King Buscuit Flower Philharmonic Jive from Lincoln 
12:30, following Paul . ·Harvey Hour (7pm) features a Bob Seger Center 'in New York. Sunday 
News and Comment. concert in Detroit. evening at 10:30 Monty Python's 
ICB-FM 92 FM has a WEIV, 103. 7 FM br(?adcast.s Flying Circus will be· aired. Also 
A FIVE MINUTE RIDE IS WORTH, 
SOMETHING EXTRA _ 
on sunday one of the networks is 
presenting The Longest Yard, 
which means that I'm going to 
have two televisions ··going at 
once. Good grief! 
, Star Wars· rages on. In its in Paramus was equipped with a 
review of the film, Time pro- 70mm projection system· and 
· claimed on its cover that George stereophonic sound with Dolby 
Lucas' brainchild was "the year's noise reduction elements. Now, 
best movie." Tliat was just for TIDS is the way to see Star· 
starters; the accolades kept Wars! 
coming. To use the good Id With a setup like this, the 
- cliche,"the rest is hi.story." depth of the picture and clarity of 
What I learned early on, sound are enhanced about a 
though, is that there is a certian thousand times. I've got to 
way to see Star Wars. If you a~mit that I was half asleep by 
don't see it this way, you'll still the time the movie started 
get the same movie, but you (fooled you, didn't I, Scott?), but 
won't have the full effect. the opening scene of the under-
My initiation into the R2-D2 bellies·of two battling starships 
fan club came. during the last snapped me right back into full 
weekend of May when I wass consciousness. Seeing Star Wore 
visiting New Jersey for the first on a gigantic screen with a 
time. That also happened to be booming soundtrack is a total 
the very first weekend that Star gas, even at two in the morning. 
Wars was playing anywhere. kl Your stomach pqlsates with John 
By then, I'd read the Time Williams' thunderous musical 
writeup and was quite curious to score, and your. eyes drink in 
see what could make a usually everything that special effects 
straight-laced critic scream with wizards John Stears and John 
delirium. So, I suggested to two Dykstra can throw at you. 
friends that we · go and see the. Did my recounting of Star 
movie at a colossal triplex on Wars bore you? Even if it did, it 
Route 4 in Paramus. shows that everyone exposed to 
All of New Jersey must have the film emerges with a definite 
been- at the theatre that night. feeling about it. If you hated it, I 
Ushers were parading through wouldn't admit it if I were you. 
the unbelieveable crowd with Someone might bring the wrath 
Megaphones, shouting where of the Force down upon you. In 
"ticket buyers" should be and which case, all you have to do is 
where "ticket holders" ought to bu ya Wookiee to· protect you. 
1 Gee whiz, folks, Star Wars is 
simply elaborate fun-and who 
can't use a little of that these 
day'! 
Editors Note: Hail Jay Bobbin, 
critic of critics! You, like Star 
Wars, are ·out of this worl~. · 
11n1&11111G susoll&L cocnAIL& 
a.-aous SAIID\V~ .AIID THE PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE 
. SUC:IGS SEIVED IIIITIL IIIDIIIGHT 
tJaunclQs.flidQS. lad ·aamdap 
nESH SEArOOD DIIIIEI SPICIALI 
IIMIOIISUadQs-
OLD rASHIOI 
CIIICIIII BUIICIIE lllfflrr US 
Thursday. Fridu. Saturda!' 
KARINE -
a versatile lady singin & playing 
the blues 
.Ind don't fO'ld ou, Glap SICCm)ial 
eve•J Moadd I tuesdg\1-- . 
: -==========::;::==.:;II 
ON ACADEMIC- ORGANIZATION ANNOUNCES 
THAT OPEN MEETINGS WiLL BE HELD AT: 
Crossroads, Egb.ert Union - Thursday, Sept. 22 --3:00 · ~:OOpm 
and 
DeMotte Room, Egbert- Union :- Monday, Sept. 26 - 7:30 - ·9:30pm 
FOR DISCUSSION : 
a. Strengthening aca.demic programs; 
. b. Examining the rela'tionship · between -the 
: humanities. a .. d scien_ces and the professional offeri_n~~; <~ " ' 
c. Forging --~etter· natural· interrelationsh_i,s 
. bet,;ee'n a~ademic offerings; ; .. '' . · ... 
d. -More ·~fficie~t· ase--~f. coll~ge-·reso.arces •.. 
. - , . . . - . ' 
. ' . 
. ,.:-: ..... 
·,·· .. ,. ',,'' .. ~·.: .... ~ .,. 11..'· -· • 
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1.c.-1c.U.THEATER Cool Compamiw 
Cornell Winter 
Season· Line-up 
Season brochures were find- PENED ON THE WAY TO THE 
ir g their way to subscribers and FORUM. He re-joins the The-
theatre-interested in the region atre Arts faculty from the 
today as the Cornell University University of Alberta at Edmon-
Theatre announced its 1977-1978 ton. Marivaux's delightful and 
Winter · Season. It will be a light-hearted comedy of love 
season that sees Cornell theatre reveals the exquisite banter that 
· back downtown for the first time still delights Parisian audiences 
since ··the early part of the and was first called "marivaud-
century; and - a season that age" by Voltaire. Marivaux 
introduces two new directing plays are the current favorites of 
talents to· audiences. In a thfL Comedie Francaise after 
Theatre Series rich in laughter, those of Moliere, though few 
love, anguish and exciteme_nt, it have been translated into En-
also brings the works of two glish. 
playwrights not previously seen Final play of the Series and 
in Ithaca. Season tickets are now given in the Strand 'I'heatre will 
availa!>le by mail for the Series, be Luigi Pirandello's strange 
with a 25 percent discount for the psychic glimpse into the mechan-
four plays over single ad~s- ism of a dramatist's mind at 
sions. six CHARACTERS IN SEARCH 
Opening the season and the OF AN AUTHOR. It will be 
Theatre Series will be one of the directed by another newcomer to 
most brilliant plays in dramatic the Theatre Arts faculty, Ms. 
literature -- the masterpiece of Jagienka Zych, who comes from 
Russia's Ivan Turgenev, A - the University of Texas at 
MONTH IN THE COUNTRY. It Austin. It will be given April 
plays in. the Willard Straight 27-30 and May 4-6. Six charact-
Theatre October 6-9 and 13-15. ers created by an author and 
Turgenev preceded Chekhov in then abandoned because he can · 
shifting focus from the external no longer control them, interrupt 
forces dominating drama to a director and his cast in 
internal ·conflict. His portrait of rehearsal, demanding that they 
two women ·in love is warm and act out their unfinished story. 
revealing, a remarkably "mod- The tale unfolds with great 
ern" comedy. Marvin Carlson theatrical excitement, capturing 
will direct. humanity, wonder and humor. 
For its first performances in The Winter Season also 
downtown Ithaca's Strand The- includes two productions in -
atre, the Cornell University Drummond Studio. The first, 
Theatre will offer William - scheduled for October 20-23 and 
Shakespeare's turbulent ROM- 27-29, is still to be announced .. 
EO ·AND JULIET. Dates are Lewis John Carlino's TELE-
November 10-13 and 17-19; with MACHUS CLAY will be given 
a matinee performance schedul- April 6-9 and 13-15, directed by 
ed for Sunday, November 13, to James Wilson, a newcomer to 
encourage attendance by young the Theatre Arts faculty last 
people in the area. No simple' year. Carlino's play is about a 
love story, the famed classic tale journey, and is an imaginative 
of-the youthful Romeo Montague and compelling kind of theatre. 
and Juliet Capulet is a teeming The Cornell Dance Concert will 
tapestry of the hatred and also be a part of the season· for 
quarrels of two hot-tempered the fifth year, playing in the 
families, with sprawling street wmard Straight Theatre on 
fights and duels to the death. It April 21 and 22. 
will be directed by Stephen Cole. Tickets for all Cornell Uni-
Third in the Series will be a versity Theatre productions will 
French work rarely seen outside be sold at the Willard Straight 
of_ France, written in 1730 for Theatre Box Office, lower floor, 
Paris' Italian Theatre -- Pierre 3-6:00, Monday - Friday, on 
Carlet de Chamblain de Mari- announced dates. Plays produc-
vaux's THE GAME OF LOVE ed in the Strand Theatre will also 
AND CHANCE. In the Willard be available at that Box. Office. 
Straight Theatre March 2-5 and ACAOEMIC "R.ESEAR. CH 
9-11, it will introduce local 
audiences to director Richard All Subjects' 
Shank. Those attending theatre Fast, professional, and prov.en'·quallty. 
at Cornell in 1966 and 1967 will Send $1.00 for the current edition of our 
220 - page mail order catalog. 
n•mc.mbcr his productions of 
0 (213) 477-,8474 THE THREEPENNY PERA P.O. Box 25916-Z, LosA.ngeles. CA 90025 
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CREPES 
I.C. Professors 
Take The Stage By Bob Buchmann Earlier this semester, the 
Meirick Leasing Company, one of 
the two dormitory refrigerator 
Don Juan is the story of a and difficult characters, it was rental firms represented at 
notorious philandere who sed- necessary to use the most Ithaca College, ran a contest 
uces scads of women, then _ sophisticated actors." open to LC. students who rented 
abandons them to despair and to "Don Juan" had been cast with their refrigerators from Meirick. 
their only recourse, a hasty flight the most experienced and sop his- The following is the official 
to a nunnery. Right? ticated actors available at Ithaca announcement of the winners: 
Wrong! Not in George Ber- College--faculty members from Mark Burg of Terrace 118 is the 
nard Shaw's version of the story the Drama-Speech Department. first prize winner. Burg has won 
anyway. In "Don Juan in Hell," Don Juan will be played by a trip for two to Florida, with all 
the first production in Ithaca Greg Bostwich. HE is known to air fares paid. Joy Bitner, living 
College Theatre's 1977-78 Mas- Ithaca audiences for his roles as in Clark Hall, is the second place 
terwork Season, Shaw turns the Beralde in "The Imaginary In- winner, and can claim a brand 
Don Juan legend upside down valid," as a singing guest in "A new refrigerator as her very 
and with it, upsets every tradi- Marvelous Company during the own. The two third prize 
tional idea a theatre-goer might summer of 1977. Bostwick holds winners are Richard Morris of 
have about the accepted roles of a MF A degree in theatre from Rowland Hall, and Chuck 
men and women. Southern Methodist University Chuck Lowenstein of the West 
The play, which is a fantasy and he teaches voice and move- Tower, who each receive a one 
except of "Man and Superman," ment at the College. year refrigerator rental at no 
will be staged at 8:15PM Sept- Ana will be played by Ellen cost. 
ember 28 through October 1 in Newman. She studied at the Rick Wiebush, co-owner of the 
the Arena Theatre of the Dilling- Central School of Speech and company, says the promotional 
ham Center for the Performing Drama in London and holds an contest was "a way to say 
Arts. MFA degree in theatre from thanks" to Ithaca, which has 
Don Juan becomes the hunted; SUNY Binghamton. She has proven to be a sound financial 
his famous mistress Ana, the appeared with the Reperatory location over the years. 
huntress. Shaw uses this pre- Theatre of Lincoln Center and : ~******************'*4111,(:P: 
mise to expound on his philo- the Roundabout Theatre in New,: COUPON ! 
sophy and to analyze human York, as well as the Old Globe • • 
manners and institutions with his Playhouse in San Diego, the J t 
characteristic wit. Gallery Players in Columbus, : \' : 
Shaw made a false start as a Ohio, and played several major • * \L - nV : 
novelist before making his repu- roles with the Ithaca Repertory i 1:· * \i..A£tl,1 /i.~ 1 • tation as a journalist-critic of Company last summer. ,. O~I)\. ... 1\(.\(.£ .. · ! 
books, pictures, music and the- James Lauricella, performing * C. fl~\ ... ~ ! 
atre. He began his playwriting as the witty, charming devil, has : LIU"~ Y /ft'"·· • 
car1;er in 1892 and by the turn of directed many Ithaca College : \r' e.Qf1 _ i...A ! 
the century, was establishes as productions, including "Little ,.. .,e. c~E•~ : 
one (!f Britian's leading comic Murders," "Hairy Ape," and ! .,..,~ -....1e15 -t< 
playwrights. Well acquainted "Foxcodd." His recent acting ! : c.o~ 5' ! 
with the best actors of his time, credits. include Horace Vander- i! -...'it. .. one ! 
he often . created roles with ge_lder m the 1976 Ithaca R~per- Ii ~ · , ft\C.e ol. ,. .., 
specific actors in ·mind:· ···Don· tory proauction of "Hello Dolly." : ·! - 1h~ ··~ ·· ! 
Juan in Hell" was made famous And the part of the statue will ,.. f ~1 .J.fl!··~ . ! 
bytheDramaQuartetofCharles be played by -Firman "Bo" t· AT 1P~u1· 
Laughton, Charles Boyer, Sir Brown, chairman of the College's ! C ! 
Cedric Hardwicke and Agnes Drama-Speech Department. IR ! 
Moorehead. Brown holds a Ph.D. in theatre '\ ... 
"Shaw's brilliant language from the University of Wiscon- : - -il ! 
combined with the reversal of all sin, was co-founder of the Ithaca ,. 0 ~- ! 
our expectations results in a College production of "Carnival" ! 1l"\E~ES\itls ,... tremendous interplay of ideas," for the USO. ! 1~,.1l"\E~'{10 't 
comments Alan Yaffe, publicist "Don Juan" will be directed by ,. oN1t~p.t\~\ * ! 
for Ithaca College Theatre. "And Drama-Speech faculty member ! CP.?--..Jf/· * :if .., 
because of the co_ mplex language John Gunning. * /fl- ! 
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am.A Man In Nee~_Of A Friend 
• • I 
Continued from page 2 
every once in a while. "Letters 
play a big part in a person trying 
to rehabilitate himself, they give 
him that little extra incourage-
ment here among all this brick 
and metal. 
I was wondering if there was 
any way possible that you could 
state my problem in your school 
paper some place? We do not 
Human Rights 
OveriookMJ 
Dear Sir, 
Chile's reality has been a sad 
one for little over four· years 
now. Human rights have been 
and continue to be violated and 
there is little if any chance to 
speak up and denounce such acts 
due to the harsh military rule. 
After coming hack from South 
American this summer, I could-
n't really say that Chile's neigh-
hors are much better off. Rising 
mflation and unemployment 
rates along with strict dictators 
are onl,v hurting more and more 
/H'Oplc each day. Increasing 
di~c·onll'nt and violence are al-
mo~t rnmmon traits of the large, 
poverty ~tricken areas; traits of 
increa«ing necessity and hunger. 
I thinkg that it is important for 
tho~e of us who are so much 
hetter off this time, to not 
overlook the fact that there arc 
~o man,v peopl<; who aren't living 
like human beings around us. 
Thi~ doesn't have to be this way 
and it ~houldn't. 
A~ a foreign student from 
Latin America at J.C., and above 
all a~ a human being, I would like 
to thank the Committee on 
Cbilc,in Awareness and the lth-
a('a College 8tudenl Government 
for the lime and effort they arc 
~pending in bringing the Chilean 
c·a!->c Lo Ithaca and increasing our 
av.areness or such.· a crude 
,rl'ality_ Their moral values and 
ideal~ reflect a very human spirit 
on the part of these p~ople that 
we should all note and make an 
effort to appreciate. 
Sincerely, 
Marcelo Mendoza A. 
Economics 
make much of nothing, in the time and correspondence would 
way of monies here, but in a little help ·keep my mind together and 
time I'll have enough saved to sharp. 
pay you for your help or services. All help, with my search, 
Depending on what you charge, will be greatly appreciated and 
I may have 1t now. lam seeking never, ever forgotten. 
correspondence with a liberal Anxiously waiting for your 
minded female, on a platonic reply, please? 
level, race and age immaterial. I Very Truly yours, 
do not have any females to John Bonham - 77C33 
correspond with, while doing my' Box D~Albion, New York 
Why Can't·we 
Drink Up? 
Dear Sirs: 
It has come to my attention 
that there has been a change in 
the alchohol policy at Ithaca 
College. I think that this policy 
infringes upoQ our constitutional 
right of freedom of assembly. I 
do believe that non-alchoholic 
drinks should be availeable for 
those who don't. imbide.. But 
elimination of "Beer Blasts" is an 
infringement of our rights. The 
blasts have been hi~hly success-
ful in the past and are highly 
economical for the participants. 
They are also a cheap way to 
catch a buzz, but that's a 
different story. So let your voice 
be heard and try to get this 
policy reversed by writing to Gus · 
Perialas. 
Drink Up 
Tim (Constitutional Crusader) 
Feldman 
LAST CHANCE 
ifor 1978 Seniors to have their 
photos taken for the.1978 
Cayugan Yearbookc 
~gnup today & tomorrow in_ the 
~ •• J· ~ • ., ..... ...-;:,,..-~;tt-.. ~-.~,-. ...,.,.,~,I,...,_.,.., ..--. .. 1"'1--11'11.)"'.-.. Q 
-A-~oor, At The 
1.·c.-P•T•Am 
by Sandi Henry 
Have you ever heard of the 
PTA? -No, it's not the Parent • 
Teachers Association, it's the 
Physical Therapy Association! If 
you haven't heard of them, be 
prepared-you will hear a lot more 
about them this year on campus. 
They are an organization consist-
ing of the physical. therapy 
majors at Ithaca College. The 
purpose of the PT A is to promote 
physical therapy among the 
majors and the rest of the 
campus, to set up social activities 
for the PT students (Yes-they do 
occasionally leave the 1.ibrary!) 
and to undertake community 
_projects relating to the health 
fields. 
During the second semester 
the PT A will be taking on a large 
project which ~ill benefit the 
Arthritis Foundation. This pro-
ject will include the Ithaca 
College and Ithaca communities. 
It will be a chance for everyone 
to get involved in a great cause! 
Also, there will be a showcase 
set up in the basement of the 
Health building starting Parents 
Weekend. If you don't know 
what physical therapy is all 
about or want to see the coming 
events, why don't you come take 
a look. 
Throughout the year, keep 
,vour eyes and ears open-you'll be 
hearing much more from the 
,Physical Therapy majors than 
ju!->t discussions oi Anatomy 
t>Xams! 
Ed Comm 
H.olds First 
Meeting 
The first meeting of the 
Physical Therapy Association 
was held Sept. 11, during which 
elections were held. The two 
Co-Presidents, Peggy McElhan-
ey and Jill Young had been 
eiected late last spring~ Sunday 
night the rest of the offices were 
filled: Vice-President, - Sandi 
Henry; Treasurer, Beth Taylor; 
Secretary, San-dy Pawlowski; Jr. 
Reps., Sue Given and Ruth 
_Hurley; Soph. Reps., Linda The Educational Communi-
Sandford and Nancy Swirk; cations department held its first 
Frosh. Reps., Esther Brown, meeting of the semester on 
Steve Rogerson and Pam Smith. September 6. 
These people will occupy the Dr. jRon Nicoson, chairman 
offices throughout the 1977-78 of the dep31'.tment, opened the -
year, meeting by reading the agenda of 
· The activities of the PTA the forthcoming school semester. 
during this year will be varied. Included in the schedule was a 
Resides planning social events plan for a massive television 
and educational trips for the PT production designed to inter-
majors there will be a number of weave the impoi:J;ance of Educa-
cvents open to the entire Ithaca tional Media with· the practical 
College community. Some of experience of WICB televis~on. 
thc~e events will be a variety of Joel Reitman, an Ed Comm 
speakers. There will be topics senior, is in charge of the 
r.elating to the health field television program production. 
ranging from Theraputic Team Subjects for t)te program includ-
Approach, people specializing in ed: What is Ed Comm, Excep-
certain aspects of medicine such tional Children, Th,e Application 
as hand injury and actual esperi- of Ed Comm, Ed Comm and 
cnccs related to us by a quadra- Media, Ed Comm and Medicine, 
plegic. While some of these and Ed Comm in Advertising. 
topics might hold interest to the There was a terrific response to 
students of Allied Health only, Joel's request for students· inter-
others will be of great interest to ested in getting involved with 
the entire community. Watch for these shows. 
our first speaker during the next Other topics brought up at 
. few weeks. He's a professional the meeting included the possi-
parachutist who has broken 52 bility of a department picnic and 
bones in his body. He will be softball game, and the need for 
relating his experiences in what Ed Comm students to serve on 
promises to be an interesting the curriculum and admissions 
discussion. . committees. 
FUI.L ITALIAN MENU 
All dinners, subs, pizza, elc. 
335 E. State St. 272-3232 
Opon 7 day• a woolr. 
from 11am to ~m. 
Fridai, & Saturday IS1 2am . 
. Union Bobbye I MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP Photos will be taken N·exi 
"' 
Monday thrl!) Thursday in the 
Seminar Room in the basement 
of Landon Hall 
LAST CHANCE 
TOBESHOT 
(for. the yearb~ok) 
~ . . . -
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
All Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbci'und Books 
Magazines ~ 
Newspapers · 
:I 
_)J 
r- _/ 
.. ",_t: 
AudloMagnetlcs High 
Performance Tape 
Is available at 
INTREPID 
Auburn. NY 
O'BRIAN $ AP~LIANCE 
Auburn. NY 
HART ELECTRONICS 
Binghamton, NY 
· SLIPPED DISC" 
Suny Binghamlon. NY 
SOUND SPOT 
81righamton. NY 
CORTLAND.COLLEGE BOOK 
STORE 
Cortland. NY 
ELMIRA COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
Elmira. NY 
PENNY LANE 
Elmira. NY 
SOUTHERN TIER ELECTRONICS 
Horseheads. NY (Elmira) 
CAMELOT MUSIC 
Foyettev1lle. NY 
GRECO TV 
Fulton, NY 
MIKE'S TAPE CENlER 
Fulton. NY 
"COLGATE RECORD CO-OP 
Ham11ion. NY' 
ACTION AUDIO 
Ithaca. NY 
BACH TO ROCK 
Ithaca, NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
Ithaca. NY 
ITHACA COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
Ithaca. NY 
"RECORD PEOPLE 
l_thaca. NY 
MIKE'S SOUND CENTER 
Liverpool, NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Norwich, NY 
ONEIDA RADIO SHACK 
Oneida, NY 
GENTILE MUSIC 
Oswego, NY 
GRECO TV 
Oswego, NY 
JIM'S RADIO & TV 
Oswego, NY 
PALMER RADIO & TV 
Oswego.NY 
RIDGE ELECTRONICS 
Pittsford, NY 
ROGER'S RADIO 
. .. Pcitsdam~ NY 
CLARK MUSIC 
Syracuse, NY 
GERBER MUSIC 
North Syracuse. NY 
GERBER MUSIC 
Shopp1ngtown De Witt 
(Syracuse),,NY 
GERBER MUSIC 
Fairmount Fair (Syracuse), NY 
GORDON ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Syracuse, NY 
MIKE'S SOUND CENTER 
North Syracuse, NY 
RECORD THEATRE 
On the S U Hill 
SPECTRUM RECORDS 
Syracuse, NY 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY BOOK 
STORE 
SyractJse, NY 
THE AUDIO THRESHOLD 
Syracuse, NY 
WALT'S RECORDS 
Syracuse, NY 
SEIDEN SOUND 
Utica, NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Herkimer (Utica), NY 
PAT'S RECORDS 
North Syracuse. NY 
COLGATE UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Hamilton. NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
lth1ca. NY 
HARRINGTON BROS · 
Courtland, NY 
CENTRAL ELECTRONICS 
Utica.-NY 
SPENO MUSIC 
Auburn. NY 
LES VOLLMER RADIO AND TV 
Central Square, NY 
HELP WANTED-
ITS fOR 
YO~ ..•. ~~ 
pleas~ call 
274~3207 
':x:207 
'•J, 
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Listen 
Hear any difference between cas- distinction. AudioMagnetics 
settes? Of course not. And we'll even guarantees their High 
bet you won't hear any ~~· Performance cassettes and 8-tracks 
difference on your tape · will sound as good and last as 
recorder either. ~. ~ . long ... or your money back. 
Becaus~ the fact is, this new '··-~,, .. ~~~ ~ Oust return the tape where 
AudioMagnetics tape is so .- '~ _.:~1 you bought it.) There is one 
close in performance .:: ,(·' difference you will notice 
to those more expensiv~ though. The price. 
numbers, that only the -
most' expensive. 
equipment can make the 
·" I We guarantee you 
"o: V can't tell the difference. 
1/ So why pay the difference? 
To find out more, write us at AudioMagnetics, 2602 Michelson Onve, P. 0. Box B-G, lrvme, CA 92716. 
Or call toll free (800) 854-0131, m California 1 (800) 432-7033. 
c:;m,1.1gm:1 illl!#Wllllliil'lJll&m:.lltBirllmt' iiiDll·Qi!IIIIS##SAIBi\'llllll!II\IEffim#Sllllill#SIIIIIIISIIIZII· ----=·411E'S51291!!61l:li,1 Business Club campus. Awaiting a room 
~~~~ u*~ ~~~ Meets assignment, a la1·ge number of ~ · volunteers including students 
Needed - a ride to Cornell on 
Tues. and Thurs. for a 10:00 am 
class. Please contact Chris x758 
or 273-9961 
Dear Peglet, 
I miss you. 
Love, Leslie 
P.S. Hope the aluminum foil 
goodies came in handy. 
\ 
Lick-it is open S!,!Ven_. n_ights, a 
week 8 to 12 · midnight: West 
Tower Basement, Room 106 
Near the weight·-Room. 
Need Papers. Typed!!_ .. 
For _efficientser.\lic~ and reason-
able rates call Scarlett at-2727215 
or X793 
· As the fall term swings into from all classes, teacher's assist-
To Sticky Alan, 
I can't believe we moved to 
Utica, and you were rained out. 
When are we cooking for you'! 
Love always, 
Papoony 
Lo!.t: Gold Cross Felt Tip in-
!->Cription "J.C. Penny" senti-
mental value. Reward Gary 277-
0187 
full gear, the accounting and ants and professors, most likely 
business club begins its second on a rotating basis, will help man 
full semester of operation. the center. A main objective oi 
Formerly known as the account- the center allows for a relaxed 
ing club, growning interest has atmosphere where students can 
instituted its expansion to in- study, receive assistance, or just 
elude the majority of business socialize with other students. 
oriented students. Following a meeting of the guest 
At the September 6th opening speaker committee on Septem-
meeting, attended by 65 account- ber 13th, numerous letters have 
ing and business majors, the been written to members of the 
previous club functions wer local, state, and national busi-
reviewed for the benefit of. al ness community. Anticipating 
new club participants. As stated successful responses, the· club 
in the club's by-laws,"The pur- plans to present a full schedule of 
Dear G.A. and S.A.,.'· . . pose of. the · Accounting and. speakers.· 
You guys are the bes!· Tha~ks Buslness club is to provide a Further programs and func-
for the flowers and fr1en_dsh1p. forum for the social and profes- tions will be discussed at the 
They mean a lot: . si_onal advancement of students club's next meeting on Tuesday 
Love_, in the School of Business." September 20th at 8:00 PM in 
me Positive action has been initiated F306, All Accounting and. 
PLEASE PATRONIZE · OUR by I creating an informal study Business majors are more than 
ADYEJTISERS AND MEN- and learning center and inviting welcome and are urged , to 
TION TBE'l1'BACAN- · a series of guest lecturers to attend. 
, ' 
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Bombers Win Opener Trivia /Goodman 
by Pete Talbot 
an easy six, but Mark Eldridge QUESTION ONE 
went into the line three straight 
times and managed only two Dandy Don Mere,dith is back as a 
yards. On fourth and goal from member of the ABC's Monday 
the one Dempsey rolled to the Night Footbal broadcasting team 
short side of the field, ptiched to There have been two replace-
running back Bob McCann who ments since Meredith left in 
was racked up for a four yard 1972. Name them. 
loss. QUESTION TWO 
The Ithaca defense picked off Cincinnati Red outfielder George 
four Dempsey - passes in the .. Foster has a good chance to 
game; Scott Colton had. two of ·become - the second National 
those while John Furey and Leaguer to have a 50-homer, 
Dave Laper each had one~· . 150.RBI season. Name the first The only bad note on Satur- · I Le 
day's g·ame was the injury player io the Nat1ona agu~ 
who did this. 
report. Outstanding senior 
linebacker, Mike Inco, suffered a QUESTION THREE 
dislocated·elbow and will be lost Tom Seaver, of the Cincinnal' 
for at least two weeks, Paul Reds won, his 200th career game 
Morrissey has a knee injury and last week to join four other 
will be sidelined for three weeks. active, pitchers in 'this depart-
This Saturday the Bombers ment. Name them. 
play host to traditional rival QUESTION FOUR 
Cortland State. The Red Dra-
gons will be seeking their first 
win since '73 and repossession of 
the Cortaca Jug, a trophy 
presented to the winner of the 
rivalry. Look for the Bombers to 
he 2-0 but not before a struggle. 
The Buffalo Bills lost to Miami, 
13-0 on sunday. The last time 
the Bills were shut out was in 
1973. Name the team that last 
shut out the Bills. 
QUESTION FIVE · 
The Kansas City team had their 
16 game winning streak snapped 
last Friday by the Seattle 
Mariners. This was the long_es~., 
-.yinning streak in the majQlj, .. -
leagues since 1953. Name, ~re, 
team that hit 18 in a row in 1953~ 
'.,,· 
saalfut? A lflO A MaN a1{._L ·, 
l'J'• 
3AI.i '83MSN\>'' 
"OS)l? ',I1?3A lt?q'.J S{lm 
aql '.JOO '.jnqs SU!qd1oa !Wt?!W aqJ, 
Wl.O.i '83MSNV. 
l3lUOH 
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-lad plO(At?f) 'SU!lfU3 f uosn.3l3L!£ 
331111.I. ll3MSNV 
"'.jt?3J S!lfl paqsndwoa:>t? 
sqno 31('.J JO UOSl!.M. lfJt?H 'Of:61 UJ 
OM.I. '83MSNV. 
St?l.It?)I xa1v •uos 
-Wt?HI!M (,..iawwt?H aqJ.,,) pa.Jcl 
3N0113MSNV 
A good line stand at the end of 
the third quarter was the key to 
a 17-14 opening game victory 
over the St. Lawrence Univer-
sity Saints. The 7000 plus crowd 
at South Hill Field Saturday saw 
the Bombers score ten points 
within a two minute, 30 second 
span in the first quarter. 
fhoto by Frank Sellers 
tight end John Crandall for a 
twenty-six yard scoring pass. So 
after 30 minutes of football, 
Ithaca held a slim 10-7 lead. 
The third quarter saw the two 
teams trade touchdowns. Itha-
cas's coming first on a 73 yard 
run by Matt Mees, who finished 
the game with a career high 173 
yards on twenty-seven carries. 
St. Lawrence's Dempsey hit 
Crandall with a six yard scoring 
aerial. 
Booters: Good Start 
A 45 yard field goal by Steve 
Ferguson opened the scoring. 
Then,h freshman quarterback 
Steve "Archie" Manning hit tight 
end Terry Coholan on a 44 yai:d 
touchdown completion. 
St. Lawrence picked up seven 
in the second quarter as 
All=American candidate ~rk 
Dempsey hooked up with his 
This set the stage fol' the 
Bo~her defensive heroics. Jim 
Cromer's punt was blocked at the 
34 and the Saints' Nate Shippee 
carried to the Ithaca three. 
Usually with a first down and 
goal at the three yard line means 
by Reid Walmark 
The Ithaca College varsity 
soccer squad has gotten off to a 
successful start. The Blue and 
Gold beat Hobart College Satur-
day, 4-3, iri Geneva, N.Y. On 
tuesday, I.C. lost to Hartwick 
College, 3-0 on thf! South Hill. 
Although the Bombers record is 
one -win and one loss, they are in 
sole possession of first place in 
the I.C.A.C. 
Saturday's game was not 
even a minute old when Hobart 
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Plain 
was awarded a penalty kick 
which they converted. At the 
10:06 mark, I.C. drew even 'as 
Mark- -Dullea scored from the 
right side of the goalmouth. 
Frank Cohen assisted on Mark's 
shot into the lower right corner. 
Hobart broke in front once 
again, scoring at 23:17: Don 
Black headed in a crossing passs 
from Dave Teed. Ithaca persis-
tently preasured the Statemen's 
defense, tieing the score at 
• 36:41. Again senior, co-captain 
Frank Cohen was involved in the 
scoring, this time receiving a 
close-in pass from Chris Poulias. 
The goal originated from the left 
side of the penalty area on an 
indirect kick. Before the half 
ended, Hobart tallied on another 
penalty kick. 
The Blue and Gold was 
prepared to run Hobart into the 
ground in the last stanza and did 
so convincingly, scoring two 
:un~nswere_d g~als. 
At 15:28~ Scott Porter had a 
throw-in from· the left corner. 
His throw spotted an uncovered 
Bob Durocher who quickly turn-
. ed then blasted the·ball into the _ 
upper left corner. I.C.'s game 
winning. goal finally arrjved at 
42:31 when Gene Burt scored on 
a short break. Charlie Bensley 
s~nt a through-pass that Gene 
immediately sent into the goal. 
The Bombers dominated 
throughout, outshooting their 
opponents 18-11. Head coach Al 
MacCormack cited the good work 
of Don Handler at sweeperback 
and Frank Cohen. He also 
praised, "Bob Durocher a fresh-
man midfielder from Canton, 
N. Y. was affressive; he marked 
their star Santiago Tauao very 
closely." · 
Tuesday's game with Hartwick 
was initially scheduled for O-
neonta, N.Y. The heavy rain in 
Central New York sunk Hart-
wick's and Ithaca's varsity fields. -
. continµed.on page 11_ 
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Turner ·And .Brooke ot1mB0oters 
by George Goodman 
While most American fans 
focused on · the major league 
baseball races and the opening of 
yet another footbaJ,l season. this 
past weekend after an endless 
amount of pre-season games, the 
rest of the world was watching 
for the results of the American 
Cup. 
The American Cup is the 
oldest prize in international 
sports. Yachts, gracefully glid-
ing along the ocean, have been 
racing for the American Cup for 
126 years; the United States, of 
course, is always victorious. 
This year the yacht represent-
.ing the United States was the 
Courageous, skippered by Rob-
ert Edward Turner, the 3rd; 
most people just call him Ted 
Turner. 
Yes·, this is the same Ted 
Turner who owns the Atlants 
Braves baseball team. Yes, this 
is the same Ted Turner who is 
currently suspended owner of 
the Atlanta Braves. 
In January of 1976, Turner 
purchased the Atlanta Braves 
and immediately made his 
presence felt. First. he signed 
free agent Andy. Messersmith 
and gave hjm the number 17 with 
the word "channel" written a-
bove-it (Channel 17 is the station 
Turner owns in Atlanta). He was 
suspended for "tampering" with 
the services of free agent, Gary 
Matthews. He said something to 
Matthews' owner prior to becom-
ing_ a free agent at a cocktail 
party. 
Baseball Commissioner Kuhn 
made Messersmith eliminate the 
word channel from his shirt and 
suspended Turner for making 
those comments at the party. As 
on might - suspect, Kahn and 
Turner have been at odds for 
awhile. 
This past year, while his team 
was in a losing streak (they've 
has this problem all year), 
Turner relieved 'his manager, 
Dave Bristol, and told him to 
scout some other teams. Turner 
then appointed himself as 
manager. But Mr. Kuhn stepped 
in and said that baseball was too 
involved a game for a n:ian who 
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/ 
had no previous experience at 
managing. An interim manager 
was named until Bristol re-
turned. 
But when it comes to skipper-
ing yachts, Ted Turner is one of 
the best. HE was completely in 
control of his crew as he led them 
to a 4-0 best-of-seven series 
victory. Courageous won easily 
as Turner outsmarted the Aust-
ralians in the races. Turner's 
ship won by 1:48, 1:03, 2:32, 2:25 
(minutes and seconds) in the four 
races. Ted Turner should be 
given much credit for the Cour-
ageous's fine showi~g. 
Now Ted Turner has another 
chore: to get the Atlanta Braves 
out of the National League West 
cellar. (Good Luck, Ted.) 
On Sunday, one of the greatest 
third basemen had his day in 
Baltimore. Brooks Robinson 
(nicknamed "the vacuum clean-
er" for ·his tremendou~ fielding) 
is retiring after 22 years. 
Rightfully, a crowd ~f 51,798 
(largest in 24 years) turned out 
to wish Brooks good-bye. His 
defensive ability was amazing. 
The Sporting News named him 
the third baseman on the Ameri-
can League All-Star fielding 
teams from 1960-1975. He was 
the American League MVP in 
1964. His fielding and hitting 
display in the 1970 World Series 
against ,Cincinnati will be well 
remembered. Look for Brooks 
Robinson's entry into the Base-
ball Hall of Fame in 1982. 
Bits and Pieces: Now that 
Robinsons is gone, ·New York's 
Graig Nettles is the best defen-
sive third baseman in the Ameri-
can League, This week's Sport-
ing News gives recognition much 
overdue to Nettles as its cover 
story .... Dave Kingman, as a 
Yankee, was 3 for his first ten 
at-bats including 3 HR!s and 5 
strikeouts .... The National Hoc-
key League training camps get 
under way this week. 
continttect from page 10 
I.C.'s junior varsity field, 
however, was useable, so the 
Wick visited the South Hill for 
the fourth year in succession. 
The score was respectable, 
3-0 in favor of Hartwick. "They 
were devastating," said Mac-
Cormick, "Their skills showed 
why they're ranked number four 
in the country and number one in 
the state.'' Hartwick got goals 
from Tom Maresca, Jeffrey 
Tipping and John Young as the 
Bombers were outshot 20-4. 
Frank Cohen put the game 
into its proper perspective, stat-
ing; "I was happy with the way 
we reacted to the competition, 
hut I expect a lot of big things 
against lesser opponents." 
Hartwick's captain, a future 
pro, Bill Gazons saw a revamped 
Ithaca squad in 1977. "They 
. passed the ball around better; 
they improved a lot from last 
year. I think they're missing one 
or two more skjlled players from 
being a real good club." 
Saturda:,· at 11 pm another 
Division 1 s;quad travels to I.C. 
Syracuse TT:iiversity has upgrad-
,.d its program but are well 
within the reach of the Bombers. 
19'76's contest was a 5-4 win for 
W.U., however, that game was 
played on an artificial playing 
<.urface. Sy:racuse's asistant 
coach John Bluem was a member 
of the Tampa Rowdies in 1975 
and 76. 
On Tuesday, a 1976 N.A.1.-
A. playoff team meets Ithaca on 
Al11•n Field at 3 pm F:lmira 
Colh•gc has a strong contingent 
of usually more skilled foreign 
pla.vers. Again. F:lniira is easily 
within th(' range of the Brue and 
Gold . 
THECLASS See Formula One racing at its best October 1 & 2 at Watkins Glen, New York. Improve your education at the First Toyota Grand Prix of the United States. It's the new name of the United States OF'77. Grand Prix, held since 1961 at the Glen. Study the laws of physics as the world's fastest Formula One cars zip around a 3.4 mile course at speeds 
up to 200 MPH. 
Observe international diplomacy in action as 
drivers from many countries compete for the 
World Championship of Formula One Drivers. 
Learn economics as you mingle with the jet set. 
Expensive? Not at all, thanks to the exclusive 
d(scount ticket package available only at your 
pa'1icipating Toyota dealer. 
See it and save up to $11.50! THE FIRST 
TOYOTA GRAND 
Buy a Toyota discount ticket package and get substantial savings 
on a general admission ticket. And with its purchase, you will also get 
a free racing garage tour pass, plus 
half-price savings on reserved· grand-
stand seats. 
You can save up to $11.50 per 
person on this exciting race weekend. That's a savings you can't afford to pass up, 
whether you're going alone, or taking a friend. PRIX. 
.A 
So you'd better hurry into your participating Toyota dealer now. While he still has a 
supply of these exclusive discount ticket packages. 
And while you're there, see the Celica GT Liftback, the Official Pace Car of the Toyota 
Grand Prix. And all the other pace setting Toyota cars and trucks. There':5 a Toyota just 
right for your needs. On campus. Or off. 
~ 
YOU ASKED FOR IT 
YOU GOT IT 
TOYOTA 
GRAJ\JD PRIXFORMANCE. 
't TOYOTA MOTOR SALES. U.S.A., INC .. 1977 1 
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And ... lbecause there's more to good sound than 
just good rec.ords· 0 Q D take a look.at our: 
record cleaners-.. · . 
blank tapes · .. _ ·. . 
phonograph needles" and· styli 
. cassette Players 
cables and con·nectorsa 
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